
Target Audience 
 

This keynote is for anyone who strives to be a better
leader and dramatically improve productivity and
performance by using three business techniques

that the top 10% of high performers use.
 

Keynote Speaker Topics
 

Business Keynote Speakers
Leadership Keynote Speakers

Entertainment Keynote Speakers
Entrepreneur Keynote Speakers

Opening and Closing Keynote Speakers

   
     Understand how creating magic moments with      
     others create a genuine connection that's   
     essential to build trust and loyalty so that  
     everyone is working towards the goal

     Learn why business intuition is rarely used and 
     how to train your brain to use this decision-
     making framework, which will create new 
     opportunities and experience less regrets

     Discover ways to reprogram your subconscious 
     to overcome negative perceptions and beliefs 
     that are holding you back  from overcoming the 
     problematic issues we are facing today

Unlock Your Inner Genius
 

Brian Madrid
Entrepreneur | Hypnotist | Brain Science Expert

Keynote

Past Clients

Professional men and women are facing increasingly challenging issues that
require difficult decisions. Entrepreneur, hypnotist, and brain science expert,
Brian Madrid, create an interactive experience that will inspire, educate and
entertain your audience. They will learn three of the most powerful business
ideas that the top 10% of high performers use that help create an effective
decision-making framework, become stronger leaders, and fuel creativity,
productivity, and performance. 

Brian customizes each experience based on your needs and connects with
your audience on an emotional level with interactive psychological
demonstrations throughout the presentation that drives home the three
business techniques. This ground-breaking approach allows the audience to
be a part of their own live experiment and instantly see the possible in the
impossible. 

"Brian was ten steps ahead of me and willing to do anything he could to assist
us.  Class A speaker."

"We needed a powerful keynote to open our conference and Brian delivered. 
 Brian incorporated the audience in his powerful and visual keynote.  We look

forward to have him back with his next keynote."

www.brianmadrid.com brianmadridspeaker@gmail.com 888-221-5962

~ MDI Achieve

~ Chad T,  Celebrity International

Testimonials

https://www.facebook.com/briansmadrid/?ref=pages_you_manage
https://www.instagram.com/brianscottmadrid/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brianmadridspeaker/

